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I Am New Generation Limited is the first of its kind media publishing business in the UK, which is 
strictly focused on young people under 35 within the business sector.  
 
Founded in 2014, the company is inspired by talented young individuals empowering themselves 
in the face of adversity. I Am New Generation Magazine is the company’s first launched business 
title in November 2015 with both a nationwide and global reach.  
 
I Am New Generation Magazine has steadily grown to quickly become influential within its few 
years and it is monthly frequency with circulation across Europe, Americas, Asia, Africa, and 
Oceania, with the United Kingdom accounting for more than half of our global audience. 
 
The website is www.iamnewgeneration.co.uk  
 
I Am New Generation Ltd produce the following online publication 
 
I Am New Generation Magazine 
 
Editorial Standards 
 
I Am New Generation Magazine is committed to upholding the highest editorial standards. It relies 
upon The Editor’s Code of Practice to set its standards. I Am New Generation Magazine has its 
own internal Editorial Writing Guidelines, which has been provided, together with the IPSO Editor’s 
Code 2019, to its freelance staff and journalists, and also regularly provided to the magazine’s 
contributors. 
 
I Am New Generation Magazine, when required, will arrange for internal staff training sessions to 
inform, discuss and update the editorial team on both IPSO regulatory changes and internal 
guidelines.  
 
I Am New Generation Magazine has not yet sought guidance from IPSO on how to apply the 
Editor’s Code of Practice. However, it would seek pre-publication guidance if that was necessary 
for the particular story. 
 
I Am New Generation Magazine takes all appropriate steps to confirm stories it publishes. 
 
I Am New Generation Magazine has a standard complaints procedure, which is published on the 
website. Members of the public can register an editorial complaint under this procedure by 
submitting a complaint in writing to the magazine’s email address. 
 
I Am New Generation Magazine has not had any complaints considered by IPSO during the 
relevant period. 
 
The responsible person/contact at I Am New Generation Limited is Queen Ilebode.  
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